Pharmacy inventory represents a controllable expense that should yield a profit if managed correctly. Unfortunately, in the world of community pharmacy, the time between the lay-out of capital and the realization of profit carries a degree of uncertainty. As a result, community pharmacy has a cash flow challenge that is often taken advantage of by larger direct competitors with their incestuous relationships to the capital layers of big pharma. A community pharmacy’s inventory, or formulary, is an inherent risk at best and a bad bet at worse.

Let’s explore the inherent risk, or balancing act, of community pharmacy inventory. On one side of the scale is the risk of buying large amounts (units) of inventory with the goal of selling for a profit. The risk is incurred by ownership if these units don’t sell quickly; they will then lose value and increase cost, thereby shrinking profits. On the other side of the scale, there is risk in not carrying enough inventory, since failing to fill a script means losing a patient to a competitor. All too often in community pharmacy, the scale is tipped toward the latter. Community pharmacy staff tend to overbuy, subscribing to the “just in case” philosophy too frequently. The fear of not having enough tends to outweigh the fear of having too much, so inventory increases and more capital is invested with the associated future costs. Here the cash flow problem is exposed, and the biggest challenge is dead Rx inventory, comprising any drug that does not turn over and sell. In a community pharmacy, for the unique cash flow challenges, we can narrow the definition further. Dead Rx inventory in a community pharmacy involves items and drugs that have not been dispensed in the prior four months. This time frame covers the 90 fills that typically occur in certain programs.

On average in the United States, a community pharmacy has 20-30 percent of its inventory considered dead based on the above narrowed definition. Let’s take an average on-hand amount for a typical U.S. community pharmacy of $200,000. Twenty percent of $200,000 is $40,000 on the low end of the dead Rx average range. That is $40,000 tied up in drugs that have not been dispensed in the prior four months!

### Dead Rx Inventory: An Avoidable Money Pit

**By Dan Sullivan**

Dead Inventory Questions

1. Is there a detailed report of those dead items?
2. Does that dead Rx report include items and drugs that may still be in a full pack or container?
3. Is there an efficient workflow for sending dead and other overstocked drugs back to their wholesaler?
4. Does your community pharmacy have a dead inventory problem that is contributing to a larger cash flow challenge?
5. How can your community pharmacy deal with current dead Rx inventory and avoid it in the future?

---

**POWERFUL INVENTORY DATA**

*The challenge is to convert inventory into cash while increasing services levels and decreasing surplus.*

Datarithm® has built a configurable automated system that meshes seamlessly with major pharmacy management software.

The Datarithm® system is customizable. The complete product suite will address your needs today and in the future.

Your current technology works more efficiently for you without needing to upgrade or alter your current configuration.

Pharmacy management systems are optimized to control the prescription drug inventory at any location.

**To learn more, contact:**

+1 877.273.5112 sales@datarithm.co www.datarithm.co
Knowing there may be problem — in this case, dead Rx inventory and cash flow — and then actually doing something to fix it takes motivation. Nothing motivates a community pharmacy owner more than shrinking profits, and nothing shrinks profits faster than expenses and costs. In terms of a formulary, there are several incurred cost areas that directly affect the bottom line. Capital cost is the cash tied up in the drugs until it is recouped by selling them. Carry cost is the cost of the item sitting on the shelf and not moving (approximately 2 percent monthly in U.S. community pharmacies). Storage cost is the cash invested in the physical space that the inventory occupies (shelf, bay space in a cabinet or safe, etc.). Administrative costs are those associated with an employee’s time and expense while performing inventory-related tasks. When a pharmacy owner lists these costs, one after another, the opportunity cost of dead inventory is unearthed.

**Avoiding Dead Inventory**

**How do you avoid dead inventory and its costs and traps?**

1. **Know your numbers.**
   
a. Have an accurate and daily on-hand count of every item in a given formulary and the capital/acquisition cost associated with the drug.
   
b. Know the last date of dispensing for each drug, understanding that a specific National Drug Code may be part of a generic group.
   
c. Perhaps the best answer to that question is to make decisions based on clean data. Have a solid understanding of your lead and secondary wholesalers’ return policies. Are there specific dating terms or drug schedules that hinder a return?

2. **Work Rx inventory daily.**
   
a. Cycle count. Help maintain daily, accurate on-hands by counting small portions of a formulary every day and avoiding the dreaded large annual count.
   
b. Return alert. Create a mechanism to alert you to time-sensitive dating issues on specific drugs, especially expensive items.
   
c. Return follow-through. It takes a bit of time, but suffering the small administrative costs is far better than incurring the expenses of an expired drug. Can you save cents on the dollar?

3. **Use an inventory control system, and embrace perpetual automation.** Any system should:
   
a. Forecast upcoming dispensing events accurately for each item and drug.
   
b. Adjust order points/minimum positions automatically within a pharmacy management system with the flexibility to give manual control to pharmacy staff, if desired.
   
c. Identify dead, surplus and overstocked items, giving suggested actions daily.
   
d. Deliver a proven return on investment (ROI). If you invest in a system, that system should have a proven ROI.

Opportunity cost is capital laid out for a drug that did not move, incurred carry cost, took up space in a safe or cabinet and burdened a tech. You missed the opportunity to further invest in a different or new drug that was proved to be more profitable, avoid carry costs, generate revenue to pay for the space it occupied and not pull a tech away from contact with patients. Dead inventory not only is a cash flow challenge, but it quickly morphs into a time trap.

In summary, if a drug does not sell quickly, it begins a long, slow and expensive march toward Expired Town. Along the way, said drug steals opportunity and time from profitable drugs as well as patients. Resisting the temptation to overinvest in the “just in case” inventory model and moving more toward a “just in time” model, via a perpetual inventory system using a third-party inventory control software interfaced with your pharmacy management system, is the most effective way to manage your Rx inventory and ensure profit. Dead inventory is the result of using less efficient inventory control measures that cripple cash flow and leave a community pharmacy at a competitive disadvantage.

**For example:**

Let’s say there is a drug that costs $1,000 per bottle. You used to dispense plenty of it six months ago, but it is now dead and is occupying space in your very expensive safe or automated cabinet. That space costs $3.33 per month until the safe or cabinet is paid for, you pay your tech $13.10 per hour, and the tech needs 30 minutes to find the drug, realize it is dead and that it can be returned and then follow the workflow for returning it to the wholesaler. Let’s run the numbers:

- **Capital cost**
  
  \[
  \text{Carry cost} = 2 \text{PERCENT AT END OF MONTH ONE} \\
  \text{New cost is } $1,020.00.
  \]
  
  \[
  \text{carryCost} = 2 \text{PERCENT AT END OF MONTH TWO} \\
  \text{New cost is } $1,040.00.
  \]
  
  \[
  \text{carryCost} = 2 \text{PERCENT AT END OF MONTH THREE} \\
  \text{New cost is } $1,060.00.
  \]
  
  \[
  \text{carryCost} = 2 \text{PERCENT AT END OF MONTH FOUR} \\
  \text{New cost is } $1,080.00.
  \]
  
  \[
  \text{carryCost} = 2 \text{PERCENT AT END OF MONTH FIVE} \\
  \text{New cost is } $1,100.00.
  \]

- **Storage cost**
  
  \[
  \text{storageCost} = $3.33 \text{ times } 5 \text{ months equals } $16.65. \\
  \text{New cost is } $1,116.65.
  \]

- **Administration cost**
  
  \[
  \text{administrationCost} = \frac{$13.10}{2} = $6.55. \\
  \text{New cost is } $1,116.65.
  \]

Opportunity cost is capital laid out for a drug that did not move, incurred carry cost, took up space in a safe or cabinet and burdened a tech. You missed the opportunity to further invest in a different or new drug that was proved to be more profitable, avoid carry costs, generate revenue to pay for the space it occupied and not pull a tech away from contact with patients. Dead inventory not only is a cash flow challenge, but it quickly morphs into a time trap.

In summary, if a drug does not sell quickly, it begins a long, slow and expensive march toward Expired Town. Along the way, said drug steals opportunity and time from profitable drugs as well as patients. Resisting the temptation to overinvest in the “just in case” inventory model and moving more toward a “just in time” model, via a perpetual inventory system using a third-party inventory control software interfaced with your pharmacy management system, is the most effective way to manage your Rx inventory and ensure profit. Dead inventory is the result of using less efficient inventory control measures that cripple cash flow and leave a community pharmacy at a competitive disadvantage.
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